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A recent.editorial in the 16Cal pre
with Hawali as the central point. The
fact that Russia covers a lai-ge pcirticin.
is not common knowleOge because qur attent
circle that we feel more comfortable with'be
economic ties.

Prom a global perspectitie, the-reasons we
..become insignificant'in comparison to the r
4contact.

icture qf-the Pacific Basin
attenttgn was called to the
circle. This obvious fact
given to those areas of.the

,.e of language, cultural or

so little contact with Russia
ons we ,shOuld have more . e.

We often do not realize the tremendous influenCe that Russia has on our
daily lives. Her writers have changed literature, her scientists have
chaznged science, her musicians have,brought music to new heights, and her
politicianS have changed the face of the, earth. The Russian bear shakes the

.0yorld when it moves, and we s uld not and cannot ignore tt. ,..,tr

If we know Russian history, lture and language',.We will know Russian people.
,All the doors Of mysteryvil be removed; anditfriSpgverfUl, influential . c

nation will become a natural part of\oUr 'Inbar) family inSteld of-an unnatural
stranger..

6 ::- I
,5: ) r

Whatever Steps we can take now in our public Schap OD open windows to our
Russian neighborSwill be bricks for.thefoundatian of peace, understanding
and prosp&itY for our future The keyOint i's,,15 begin immediately; the
process_for_such a - worthy reward is long': :. /r/

/

This guide is intended to assist administrator's., teachers and others dedicated,
to achieving the goals of teaching Russian,. appreciating its culture and
further'inginternational understanding. -

.

CHARLES G. CLARK
Superintendent of.Educaiion'
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.PURPOSE OF: THE GUIplE/</.

The purpose of this.RusSian Language,Progrith Guide is to express the philo-
sophy, goals and objectives,and to outline the scope and sequence of
Russian instruction at various levels for the'public schools of Hawaii.
All.of,these elements are treated within the framework of the Master Plan
for Public Education in Hawaii, the Foundation Program, and the performance
expectations.

The emphasis is in the communication skills=listening, speaking, reading,
and writing. 'Culture is not treated in detail because it is covered in a
subsequent. document:

This guide is designed to aid schools in developing their own instructional
1,program by outlining program goals, program objectives, and performance
eicpectations from which teachers can establish instructional objectives in
their own classrooin, situation.

-

This.guide does not'advocate any specific methodology nor Specific materials.
Teachers are free to. select materials from the Approved Instructional Materials
(AIM) publication. RusSian courses are noted in the Authorized Courses and
Code Numbers document.'

Petersburg Academy of Science
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PHILOSOPHY OF :THE RUSSIANJAOUAGE %FRAM

(7-

The stdd;=of RUssian adds a dimension:of enrichment that should be an integral .

Part of the academice)gperience. This experience should begin at the earliest
possible age when continuous progress in thelanguage'can be assured.

4t
No language .or country is so strong that it can-be independent of the languages
and cultureS of .the' rest off humanity. Onlythroughlanguage can a person,be
known and only through a'Person can a nation be truly understood. 'Learning
even the fundamentals of .Russian will help to remove the barriers resul ting
from a monolingual and monocultural perSpectiy6.- .The Study of-Russian opens
the door-to understanding the vastly different and complicated society of the
Soyiet Union.

Beyond political motives, the geographical proximity of Russia provides the
possibility of further cooperation in scientific research. Overcoming the
language. and cultural harriers can lead to continuation of.programs like
joint endeavors between Soviet and Hawaiian oceanographqrs.

An understandihg of kussian language and culture provides solid basis for the
'study of history, political science,'and literature. Suth understanding also
promates'an app'retiation of the art and music of the language and cultures
being studied.

Moreover, the study of Russian helps students to view their own language and
culture from different perspectives.' Students take stock of their own society
by,examining and objectively analyzing another culture. Also brstudying
another language, students reinforce their English language skills, as they
compare and contrast the forms and syntax a both, languages. Hence, the

study of Russian deepens a student's knowled e of the EngIfsh language,and
appreciation of American society.

The groWing importance of the natural and human resources throughout the world,
makes it imperative thathyoung Americans learn about. stheir neighbors. The
President's Commission db.Foreign Languages and International Studies calls
for funds, a mobilization of ideas and will, and definitive action to
encourage "the:, study of foreign language and civilization as an important
means of expanding communication among peoples-;" .To meetthis-challenge we
encourage the study of this beautiful sand poetit Ianguage-.-Russian.

F

Traditional motif,
carved in wood and -11
hand-painted.

I



VALUE OF THE RUSSIAN LANGUAGE PROGRAM

It is important for a,, student to know_the'values of studying. RUsslan language
and culture.

.
.

The student enlarges his or her world by participating linguistically and .
culturally in the life of another ,people.`. Direct contact with Russian culture
can become one of the most rewarding experiences.of the student's life.

, .. .

Russian st'udy gives the a greater appreciationsfor.thelliany ethnic,
I

groups which make up his or her community and the United States: It enables ,

the student to respect those Who have retained their accents and to sympathize -

with those who are learning English:
.

To achieve our goal of f:Iea
/

eful existence on earths, our country needs citizens'
who can communicate with pears of other languages. .For years the Soviets
have realized the import nce of Englisfi language training in their schools.
We can afford to do no ess. Presently there are more English language
teachers in the'Soviet nion than there are speakers Of Russian here in the
United S .1tates .

The universal fimpor nce of Russian in world affairs cannot be understated.
And of particq.lar.96ncern to us in Hawaii, Russian has established, a strong ,,,

presence in Asia and the. Pacific. It is important that we learn lb deal with
this, presence directly, rather than throughlanintermediary. This entails-
people profs lent in Russian and cognikant.of the world political-vVeW. .

,

The study of Rkissian is a key to scientific research. A knowledge of.Russian
gives directccessibility to scientific and technical Arks. After English,
Russian is e second most widely used language ill scientific publicaiions.th.e

The study* Russian also offers broad career Opportunities. Usinga knowledge
of. Russian as a tool, students may choose from a spectrum of careegvpossibili-
ties,.ratiging.froM private business to many agencies of the Federal government,
and fro travel industry to translating or:library science.

.

It lVtrUe thal English hasbecome the foreign language most studied worldwide.
Somenmay wonder why Americans should boIher to learn Russian. Why not let the
foreigners learn English? ',One answer is that such a reaction egocentrlc,
arld that if the inhabitants of the world are'important to us for strategic
reasons, we must make a language learning effort that is as impressive as their

/Own. A second answer is that worldwide, countries are broadening their scope
/ and sharpening their insights by learning a second language.: We must not
deprive ourselves of a corresponding ex0ansion.cf our.abilities and visions.

6



There are two primary goals in the Russian Language PrOram:

1. To create an awareness and an appreciation of'Russian culture

with its far reaching effects throughout our world.

,This,goal is related'to Foundation Program Objectives II, VII a

VIII.
i.

To teach students the.b6sic listening-,.spakjng, reading and,_

writing skills:which will enable them to think 'and to communi-

cate in the languagq:-
1

This goal is related to Foundation Program Objective

a

/-

tl
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pROGRAM:OBJTIVp:, -..GOUPE

objectiveS of col,ture:instruction within the Russian.Rrogram are

. -To. develop a receptive attitude toward the:Russian 1 guage and a

realistic view of the overall cultures,)t Teprese

To emphasize conte4orary Sovtet life and the activities of Soviet

youth., '

3. To develop an understanqing of how governments are different from

sand similar to our own.

To develop understanding of the geographic influences upon the

economic ";and, social 'development orthe. country.

To develbp an appreciation of.the role played by Russian - speaking

world in the creative ,arts and sciences.

To ,develop a knowledge of history-and historical figures, cultural,

heroes, literature, and representative-characters within the litera-

ture of the Russian-speaking world.

To appreciate the beauty intrinsic within the language with its

sounds and rhythm. -
/-

. ' To-develop a fuller realiiation and understanding of American
culture through the addittonal,perspectives gained by studying

another culture.

. To develop a fuller understanding of the meaning of words and non-

verbal communication along with their baCkground and any-special

significance they might -have in view of'cultural emphOis..



The student should be able:

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: LANGUAGE SKILLS.

1. Ta listen to and compend the Russian.language when spoken a

normal speed on'a subject within the range of the student_!s,

experience.

2. To speak well enough to communicate directly with a native speaker

within the range of the student!s experience:.

To employ 'the idiomatic nuances and gestural language dailimon to

native, speakers of Russian.

To read material on a given level with direct undefstanding and

without translatfon..

To write about a subject within the range of the student's experf-

ence using- authentic, Russian patterns.

. To develop-a betto4, dammand of the' English language throdgh addi-

tional perspectives gained by studying another language.
L

To learn basic Russian grammar and usage.

To legn to think In Russian, the ultimate goal of language study.

1.

Latvian EnsembleEnsemble "Dantsis"



THE HIERARCHY OF.GOALS; OBJECTIVES, AND PERFORMANCE
EXPECTATIONS

The Master Plan for Public Education in Hawaii, mentions a number of 'educa-

tional purposes which relateJto the Asian, European and Pacific Language

Program. One purpose concerns helping students to understand and to appreciate
other individuals belongihg to social, cultural and ethnic groups different

frotheir own. Another purpose concerns developing a responsibility to self
through working toward self- fulfillment and developing-a positive self-image

and self-direction. And still another purpose deals with help.ing students

acquire the skills of lisIening, speaking, reading, and writing.

The sian, European and PaCific Language Program has, in varying degrees,
eith'er a direct or an indirect influence on the attainment of many of the

Foundation Program Objectives which are translations of the educational

;purposes.

The actual prograM goals and program objectives for learning culture and /

language are -listed in.the Foreign Language Program:Guide, published in

October 1977. Those specific to Russian are found in this guide.

The performance expeclations found on pages 9 and 10'are'more refined guide-

lines of the expected outcomes at the classroom level. The performance

expectations are delineations of the program objectives..

The teacher mustbear in mind, however, that.the performance expectations are

by no means exhaustive or inclusive. They(serve only_as guideposts by which

teachers,dan identify instructional or teaching objectives.

A graphic illustration of the hierarchy of relationshipsjs found on the

following page.

Shield of the City of Moscow

0.



GRAPHIC raUSTRATiON OF THE HIERARCHY OF GOALS, .OBJECTIVES, AND

PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS
.

.

The Master Plan

Statements of .eleven educational purposes.

The Foundation Program Objectives

Statements of eightoverall objectives.

Program Goals t.

General statements of program goals.

Program Objectives

More specific statements ofprogram goals.

Performance Expectations

Representative delineations,of program objectives%

Instructional 'ObjeCpi.ves
(Teaching ObjectiveS).

Specific statements identified by teacher
with focus on student performance.

8'
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PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS FOR

ASIAN; EUROPEAN AND. PACIFIC LANGUAGES

'First Year of the Language Second Year of the Language Third Year of the Language

Discusses some ways in which

cuitural;OifferenceS (e4.,

pity, of speakers) play important

:roles in verbal communication.

Explains,how knowledge of a new

language; enhances the pOtential

for new, experiences.

.

. Explai.Ti how. value

differences can be-understoodr through the.study of 4 new ,

.language..

DisCusses the-role a new language

plays..in,teeting society's needs

to for communication among countries

and cultures.

,

. Participates in aesthetic exprs,-.

sions ofthe'new culture, such as

dancing,.Singing, and tooking.-..

. IdeniifieS SeleOted art forms that

are representative of the new

-Culture.

. DisCusses some aesthetic contribu-

tions of the culture .and the new

language,to American life.

:-Reads aldud written material.in

. the new ranguage totenjoy.itS

rhythm, tone, and sound.

N.B. Cultural aspects of Russian

language study are to be
1;7 covered in greater detail

in a subsequent publication:

Relates how similarities among

Cultures are partly caused by

.increasing ease of communication and

travel. (
. Explains how one's own perspective

has been broadened through the study

of a new language andAbe culture

associated with it.

Compares the culture of the-,

country(ies) where the new language'

. is spoken with one's, own.

..Discusses ways in which types of

.art forms vary among.curtures.,

Pi!

. Explains the way in which the drt

forms of a culture reflect its:

valueS,,customs, and environment. '

. Identifies selected art forms that

are representiti*..of. the new

,.cultUre.

.Detonsrates an understanding that

the art forniof a culture reflect

its values,iiistory, and environment.

, Reads and cOmprehendS cultural

infortation written in the basic

vocabulary of the new language.

r.

Demonstrates an awareness of notable

evehts, conditions, and'ideas which.

have influenced language andfit,s''

culture. f'

KscuSSes syme of the major personali

ties which/have iufluenced the history,

of the country(ies) where the- new

language is spoken.

Recognizes how the .values.and traditions

of a country are often reflected'in its

language.

Identifies, selects, and uses alternativE

solutions to interpersonal conflicts

which might arise from cultural differ-

ences.

Demonstrates theeunOerstanding that the.

art forms of a culture'reflect its values

history and environment. .

. Uses.the aesthetic expressions of the

new cultUre'(sUch as music, art, perform.

ing arts literature, cooking, and

architecture) for one's own enrichment.

Demonstrates an'aesthetic aspect of.the

new culture through art, dance;. drama;

etc.

Identifies some major writers and works

in the new language and comments.on :

'their influence upOn the language and

the culture

is



First lear of the Language,
.

-SecondYear of the Language Third Year of the Language

°

. TkadS, with;generalcomprehension

simple selectiks in the new

' language.,

Writes basic sentences in the new /

. Reads, with general comprehension,

literary SePtctions in the new

language.

. . .

keads'aloud written material in the

language, new language to enjoy its'rhythm,

tone, and sound.

. xChangesamenities with a speaker
-.

',Of the new language.
.

emonstrates sensitivity' towards,.

the needs of'a Speaker'ofthe.new,

language by respOndillgto verbal,

and non - verbal, cues.

, Communicates with.,:a",spea

new language tsinelbaiic

lary including numbers a

0 measurement.

of the

°cab&

. Creates an original paragrph in the.

neW.language

.

Reads simple stories and poetry ,in

the new 'language which evoke

personal aesthetic pleasure.

Corresponds with a'speaker of the

new language.

DemonStratess nsitivitylo

. the,heedS .of aspeaker of the flew

language by resRonding'to Verbal

and non-verbal cues, ,

. Communkates with:a speaker.of the

new langu4ge using hasic vocabulary

ipcluding'nuMbers,. measurement and

mbney..
.

ConverSes in the hew language in a

Ilmiliar situation.

, Identifies stories; poetry, and

Music:of the'new language and

.culture which evoke pefsonal

aesthetic pleasure.

iReads aloud written material in the.

pew language to enjoy its rhythm, tone,

and sound.

Reads; with general comprehension,,

simple literary selections-in,the new .

language.
s.

Reads simple stories and poetry in the.°

new language which evoke persOnal

-(aesthetic pleasure. , .

Corresponds with a speaker of the new

language.

Creates anIoriginal,compositiOn.in the

new language.

.',Communicateswith a speaker of the

new language using basic vocabulary

including numbers, measurement; and
,

money.

Uses insig. s gained through the study,:

of.the new language to°enhance inter

°action with people who speak the

language.

. Converses in the new language in aT

familiar situation.

Uses.the new language for personal

enjoyment.

LiStens to selected literary

forms in the new language.

o,



RELATIONSHIP OF LEVELS OF OBJECTIVES.

The following seqtence is an example of the relationship of levels of
objectives as applied to, the Russian .Language Program.:

THE'MASTER PLAN

RECOMMENDATION: THIS SCHOOL SYSTEM WILL PROVIDE THE PUPIL WITH EXPERIENCES
IN WHICH OUR CULTURE IS STUDIED IN RELATION TO OTHER CULTURES OF THE WORLD.

The aim here is to reduCe provincial biases by instilling a broad range of
viewpoints from many cultures in order that the pupil may be prepared
intelligently for the enormous responsibility of,local, national and world
Citizenship. World peace will remain an item of high priority in the agenda
of human affairs. Without doubt one of the major realities ofthe'next
quarter-century will'be the intense 'desire of our people, and of the great
majority of the peoples of the rest of the world, to live in peace. Advances
in cOmmunicatfon and transportation and world-wide economic interdependence

.'1011 increasingly bring peoples of theworld into more intimate contact.
There is much chance for understanding to develop--just as there are increas-
ing opportunities for misunderstanding. Choicesthat must be made frequently
will cut aeross cultural ethnic and political lines; therefore,the.learner
must be,encouraged to ,recognize and respectdifferences among'people and
cultures. (Master Plan for Public Education in Hawaii, 1969, pg. 51.)

'THE.FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIVE VII: DEVELOP A.:ONTINUALLY GROWING PHILOSOTHY.SUCH THAT THE STUDENT
15 RESPONSIBLE TO SR.F-AS'WEEL AS TO OTHERS.'

.

-iCompares and contrasts own behavior with.that Of others.

-(Student Performance Expectations of the Foundation Program,.Asian European
and-PacificAanguages, 1978, pg.: 41. R.S2.'',78-6054.)

,RUSSIAN PROGRAM GOALS

TO CREATE AN AWARENESS AND AN APPRECIATION OF RUSSIAN CULTURE AND ITS FAR
REACHING EFFECTS THROUGHOUT OUR. WORLD.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:- LANGUAGE SKILLS

5: TO EMPLOY THE IDIOMATIC NUANCES Alb GESTURAL LANGUAGE COMMON TO'NATIVE.
SPEAKERS OF RUSSIAN.,



PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS

DEMONSTRATES SENSITIVITY TOWARDS THE NEEDS OF A SPEAKER OF THE NEW LANGUAGE
BY RESPONDING TO VERBAL AND NON-VERBAL CUES.
(Student Performance Expectations of the Foundation Program, European

and Pacific Languages; 1978,,pg. 63. R.S.. 78-6064.1

Asian,

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

..(One example of myriads of possibilities)

.STUDENTS WILL GREET EACH OTHER WITH A.PROPER VERBAL SALUTATION,
APPROPRIATE TO 'THEIR AGE LEVEL, WHILE AT THE SAME TIME EXECUTING THE Assp-.

CIATED NON-VERBAL ACTS, SUCH AS SHAKING HANDS WITH EACH INDIVIDUALIN THE
GROUP, MAKING EXE CONTACWITH FACH AND NODDING THE HEAD SLIGHTLY.;:

.4%

Soviet Gymnast Olga Korbut

12
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THE 'FOUR SKILLS

The section on the "Overall Goals of Foreign Language Study" in Hawaii as
mrittenHn the Foreign Language Program Guide begins with the folloWing:

#

1. To listen to and comprehend the foreign:language when spoken -.

at a,normal speed on a subjedt within the range of the student's
experience.

2. To speak well enough to communicate directly with a native
spegker within the range of the student's experience.

3. To read material on a given level with direct understanding
and without translatiod. .

4. To,write about a subject within the'range of the student's
experiekeusing authentic patterns of the people whose language
is being studied.

These are_the primary skills which are to be developed through the study of
Russian and are supportiveof the skills in the Foundation Program Objective I.

4

Since language, Russian or. English, is so, steeped in listening, speaking,
yeading-and writing, these essential components of communication are covered
in detail in-this second chapte?'. And the teacher must remember that these
`four skills are inseparable

Cultural facets. and suggestions for teaching culture are to be covered in
another document-.

V
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Developing Listeriin.g Skill

The Listening Skill.

Any Prereading.phaseOsed at the.teacher's option can inculcate in the student
the need for eeveloping theprOper speaking and littening habits. Beginning

students are, naccustomed todetecting the - slight. variations of sounds so
importantin .signaling meaning in .another .1 They interpret sounds in_

-terms of the familiar EngliSh'phonemes.;During.a prereading phase they, are
given the opportunity to reactivate the AormantpoWqrs in their sente-of-.:.
hearing. Their ears are being reoriented..

-! .

In such prereading:caset most students know; Or.are soon told,that they will
not read or write the language.untillater-ln'the cOurse. Some do not belieVe.

it will be important to listen carefully during the prereading phase bdause
they assume they will not be graded.iftheyibavenot:yet leirned to read .and:
write. They also. assUme they:will see it later in Print.' The:solution
one, of motivatiOnthrough understandingOf the problem:' These:students-need
to realize that because. they do not have a boolc-uponWhi0) they can rely,
they have to'"keep. their ears open in class or they will:nOt.prOgress as -
they should,for they will be tested bon dirring the prereading and later .
phases. Progress can be'determinedby judging reproduction`-of sounds and

. intonation and by daily classroom responses.

Nariousexercises can. be use-dto help teach the student to discern sounds ,and
intonation patternt, to associate sound with meaning, and to infer the meaning
of the words from context. The teacher canidentifk.the sounds that need to
be drilled while the students are.learningthe basic sentences or dialog.
after completion, of the drills; a _student. isstill unable to reproduce a
given sound, the" teacher: can show how it should be produced,.perhaps contrasting
it with the English:sound:

Pronunciation drills are commercially available or can be .devised to hely the
student overcome the tendency to-treat Russian Phonemes as though, they were

thcip of English:- it is often .desirable-to procure pronunciation drills that

'take the form of minimaTtontrastsT1492,ciBo2 ) which can also,be used
asexercites to develop the 'abilitttoditcern sounds.: The teacher;pronoutices
the words using key letters or numbert fOr e4chword:-.

The teacher then repeats one of the words.. The student ascertains
which word was uttered, and writes' the correct lette4.(a,: 9,'Or:c),: Or the 9
teacher may profitably use a same-different technique. This type of exercise
would be especiallyvvalvable during the first few weekt of lOguageinstru,ction.
It thould, take up'only afew minutes of class,,time on the days it is used,
perhaps a few:times'a,week.',(This also Snakes good readfrig.exercite when the

time comes. The testing words can be written and the student circletthe'word.
that.wat pronounced. This also enables the student to. see the relationship
.betweenthewriting system and the-sound-sytteM.) Liter the students can'be
,as*pd'Io add the proper letter tocomplete the word theY hearth, csoi In he

. following, they are-asked. to determine.whether-'7eland'ne or "El" and
'0" are pOonouced correctly. z.

cembsi 3047Ifi
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The following exercise is aimed-at developing,awareness of the importanceof
intonation. The teacher reads a sentence that is obviously deClarative,
interrogative, interrogative with a yeS or no ansWer, or imperative. Jhe
student'-ha§, of course, been drilled in'thes'e sentences before and should 'e

have"no difficulty repeating them,) The sentences would 1:le of° the type,beloW:

J1ap Hafkicaga 3T0 Iii cbrio

KTo. ' Harlercan aro ri4 oblve?.

Jiapa Han! ccinci 3TO Ilei'Cielp?

ta:pa. mum Te. abzvio

As the sentence read'by the teacher and then repeated,by the stud nt, the,
teacher points to the appropri4ted3unctuation symbol writteron'the halkboard'
or the number coryesponding tothe model sentence: He or she repeats the c:

model sentences and elicits theresponses., When the students sedt to have
mastered the concept,, the utterances- are changed to others with'which the
students are not familiar. They shduld not repeat them,'but should demonstrate'
their recognitiob,of the intonation p'attern by_writing the'key.numberl or hy-
selecting the appropriate punctuation mark. This:type ,of exercise to develop
an "ear" for intonation need 'not take much time. ,One or two short lessons'
should be sufficient. The use of. Efiglish comparables can facilitate the
learning of Russian ana increase English awareness-, all of which are reasons
for studying a second:language. This concept is supported thr Oh,Program
06jectivez LanguageSkills, number 6.

in teachingthe dialog, the teaCher has an excellent opportunity devel
the ability to' distinguish. between the various intonatipnal patterps. A'

simple device-is to -start with a short segment and build'gradually:4'The
teacher asks questiOns, eliciting only the known and learned response. The
following example,demonstrates one procedure which can accomplish this.instruc-

.

tional objective:

ti
.Teacher

ro co6axa.
tiro 3TO?
aro to6axa?

Maratm K tki TaeT KHd ry.
ICTo cm TaeT KH3 rY?
Tiro rp,naeT manwm
Ti TaeT TH manrzta K 'Km ry? ,

Students
-

atocoCkika.
coOaxa,
aTo cot;axa.

flOmBlax :44TdeT mi4ry.
Maribim TaeT
MariMK T14 TaeT xH3 ry.
,II ,a t 1 tam K Eki TaeT--Xxi rY.
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The exercise can continue in, like manner expanding the sentence by adding

adjectives and other modifying, elements.

To practie the question pattern, model the Same questions but directed

questions. Example:
'Teacher
cnpocxre mewl, pro aro?

% Another useful device for indicatin intonation when teaching dialog adapta-

tion is the hand signal or chaTked ine indicating rising or falling

intonation.

The teacher must be-constantly alert to correct and drill the student in order

to reduce errors in pronunciation and intonation which would lead to_ misinter-

pretations,- Subtlety'in correction, such as using modeling and repetition,

gan avoid interruptions, and embarrassment.

1%4
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The Speaking Skill,

Use of Dialog, a Poem. or Basic 'Sentences

When a dialog,. a poem, or a series of basic sentences serves as the basis of
a learning unit, it Is to be memorized so that'the student may use the material
learned in further'drills and exercises. Then by means of pattern drills and° .

adaptation of the dihlog, 'the student ains control of the structures memorized
and learnstto adapt the memorized material to other situations.

Caution.mu be exercised to prevent the memorization of the dialog from
becoming the most important goal for the students, or as' soon .as it is learne ,

they will no longer.be motivated to further learning. They must understand
that the dialog is a point of departure and that the elements of the dialog
Will serve as the 4asis for structure drills and pattern practice. . It is the
adaptatoion of the dialog situation which will enable them to manipylate

,-language.in realistic situations.

Varying Procedure:

Sometimes students &gem to feel that there is no further value or interest in
memorizing more material. This is a particular problem during any prereading
"phase when the, inevitable reaction to any'highly structured course sets in
But-the concern need not be permanent,and the cooperation of the students can
be elicited bligke teacher who is sensitive to the situation. While the
ultimate memorTiation of the dialog or basic sentences should not be sacrificed,
the procedure in class may undel-go some change. The students should be reminded
of .the purposes underlying the printiple of the dialog so- that they are'always
aware of the value of their effort§, but the material should be presented in a
variety of ways. For example, hers. may usa narrative form here,
developing the concepts and structures found in it and emerge at the end of *
the unit with a dialog format. Or they may present each segment of the dialog
through drawings, illustrate them by hand puppet performances, or develop over-
lays for the overhead projector to conform to the cues in each segment. Rather
than insist on complete memorization before development and a,daptation, teachers
could treat each line.as a personal statement pertaining to the student's'
experiences. The statement "H y 11 Mame 14 ymycb B ymBepaiTe" can
yield a wide range and variety of questions, answers, and controlled
comments. Through such questions and answers. and immediate development
and adaptation, the essential material to be covered in the dialog or
basic sentences, can well be mastered. Recordings of the students' voices
can add a lot of life and laughs to,lighten the process.
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One must, of course, bear in mind -that the structural 'content must not be
changed or the drills dependent omit will have to bevaried-as well.. Yet,

it is equ'illy important for the. teacher to realize°that the exact -reproduc-
tion of the dialog is not the sole. objectiv-e: If the.student knows much of
the work, and in speaking.substitutet a meaningful phrase in the piace of the
one in the dialog,. the teacher can feel a certain gratification in knowing'
the prime purpose has been served and real communication has been achieved,

Extentof.Mastery:

The qUestionoffem4rises to What extent the dialog or the basic sentence
structure must be mastered before the class proceeds to structure drikls, .

dialog adaptation, or testing-. Certainly the teacher dare not wait Until
even the slowest student has achieved 100 percent mastery without thoroughly
boring themajOrity of the class.

.The.rem4ining mastery may Well be attained throUgh the processes attendant
upon re-entry,'recombination, question -and- answer, dialog adaRtation, and
even vocabularydrilL

Total
,

mastery by every student can be a more idealistic goal than a 'practical"
one.

AidS to Aastery:

As the-material-isOresentedi teacherS can make good use of commercial or
homemade posters or cards which illustrate the dialog situations. These and

other visual stimuli make rapid learning more possible since students will.
tend to associate a phrase or structure with a gesture or othee,visualcue.
The students may be asSighed disksor tapeS and be expected to practice.-the
dialogat home. (Ifdisk recordings accompany the text being:used; every
effort should be made to make them available to the student. .:Some schools
purchase them; other schools make the purchase.of the recordings by the
student obligatory. A group of three or four students might share a set of
recordings.) Students who do not learn as quickly as the rest of the class.-
might be encouraged to attend extra language laboratory sessions.

Time Allotment:

The presentation, repetition, and memorization of a dialog should not occupy
a disproportionate amount of class time. Teacher's manuals,give suggested
time allotments for a class period.- It is suggested that the teacher using
the materials for the first time follow the teacher's manual closely. A

total of 15 minutes is appropriate for the new dialog,.usually divided into'
sections of 10 minutes- for presentation during .the first part of the class
period and 5 minutes for review of the-new dialog toward the end of the period.
Once it has been overlearned, the current dialog should be recited only once
or twice a day. As a general,rule, it is suggested that something new
(preftrably not dialog material) be-introduced frequently but that no more
than 10-15 minutes in a period be allotted to this The bulk of class time



should be for re-entry and drill of previously,learned materials. As stated
above, re-entry of learned dialog need'not be limited to pure recitation.
The same benefits are derived by presenting them (1) through 'question .

answer during the warmup portion of the period, (2) as homework in recombina-
tion forms, and (3) as related to students' own experiences.

Each dialog the students have learned.should be recited at least once a week
thereafter. The teacher may choose two or three different dialogs for each
day. These recitations can be used to provide a respite from pattern practice
and serve as review of learned structures and vocabulary.' New material, too,
should always be related to previous dialog" .situations.

Progressing from. Memorization to Speaking

Dialog memorization and pattern drills demonstrate authentic language to the
students and allow them to'practice uttering what someone else has decided
that they,should,say. Before they can reach the goal set for them--to speak
the langdage in a noncontrolled situation- -they also need to practice select-

,ing the patterns and vocabulary needed by them to say whatever they themselves.
want to say. With such practice, these selections will gradually be made more
and more spontaneously. The speakers' thoughts can then be on the message to
be communicated rather than on the structures and vocabulary they're using to
express the message.

This practice can begin through the adaptation of the dialog or phrase struc-
tures to differe contexts and situations.

Adaptation of the Dialog:

Some adaptation of the dialog is usually possible before pattern practice begins.
At this point, however, variations from the structures presented in the dialog
should be severely limited to functional items of high frequency such as mi.
VS BO.

Adaptations can be presented as simple question-answer drills. They should-be
related directly to a basic dialog and the other patterns_ using slightly
different elements which can encourage the student to use previously learned
vocabulary in the context of the.new dialog to adapt the new dialog to new
situations.

Textbooks and manuals frequently give questions and answers for use at this
stage. These are suggestions for adaptation only and are not to be memorized
by the students.. They have already memorized enough material in the d4loo

7
or basic sentences.

The questions and answers should encourage students to feel that they have
communicated their own ideas or information. Through the technique of
reversed role, they can ask questions as well as respond to the teacher,so
that the students be well versed in the role-of questioner.

21



As the skill of the students increases and the studenfs are able to go beyond
the bounds of rigidly- controlled structures, a few students may be assigned .

to improvise a conversational recombination based on previously mastered
elements. Near the end of the first.year, capable individuals should be
,encouraged to prepare short oral descriptions of friends, situations, and
pertonal. experiences., The oral reports shoUld be based, as always, on
previously learned vocabulary and structures. Others in class can be stiiii1-4,

lated to ask simple questions based on these short preSentations, thus
lchecking group comprehension and exercising question-making skills.

Control of Directed Dialog:

The directed dialog (oral) is A very important evaluation technique. since it
affords an insight into the students' at -,laity to comprehend and manipulate
.ttructural changes. However, its premature or incorrect use can result in
chaos and confusion and a:lessening of the students' confidence .in their own
ability to learn and ProgreSt. Before this technique is used the teacher
must be certain that the class has achieved control of the structures;: nvolved
and that it understands the method of handling the drill.

Since-the class'spends a great deal of time in actiyity involving repetition,
some.studentsimay tepid simply-to repeat the instruction of the teacher during
direCted dialog practice. The.stUdents.must be made to understand that this
procedure is not always correct, that they must listen to verb endings
indicating a change of person or.to pronouns indicating a change of object..
A good practice is to select the best students in the class for the performance .

of. any new directed dialog involving structural change of any type. If the
itemdefies.even'these students, the teacher will do well to demonstrate it,
taking both parts and.pointing out the required changes of structure. Choral

responses need caution because there iS.the poSsibility that some students
will not utter the correct. esponse.

Securing Independent Responses:

Teachers should avoid frequent repetition with the claSs in Choral repetition
or response situations. since individuals may tend to-use this as a crutch.
In suCh.situationt, the teacher may experience' great. difficulty' when trying
to elicit independentoral responses.': After:theinitial. intrOduCtion of the
new material, accompanied by numerous solo repetitions by the teacher, the .

teacher may, when directing the first choral. repetitions of this material,
find to mouth the words and:phrases withobt giving voice .to them.

If a stydent seemsespecially heSitant.or at a loss, teachers may help main-
tain fluency by supOlying the worC the 'phrase, or simply the rhythmit
pattern. 'If necessary they, maY Ask a question or provide a visual' cue to

elicit the desired response...

A
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Variety in Response Groupg:

When introducing new ialog or drilling previously learned dialog, only a
limited portion of the time.allotment for this activity should be spent on
full choral class response-or repetition. Variation of this practice to
include semichoral resOonge, response by rows, response by boys only, by
girls only, by individuals, and so forth, will help to keep the class alert

and to pinpoint individi difficulties.

Additional variation in the presentation and responseicanAr elicited by
instructing the studerits to go faster then slower, by assigning different
parts to separate rows, by.elternating 'tetWeen the teacher and a student,
one student and another, the teacher and the class, or a student and the

class, then reversing the roles completely.

No matter which techniques are employed, the drill session should.terminate
with individual rather than group responses. Teachers must know when to stop

(before boredom sets in). A change of pace and activityeven if things are
going well--is. the key to a "fast" moving class.

rw
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The Reading Skill

Students whose initial contact and experien e with the foreign language have
been excausively audio-lingdal can be syste tically guided by a knowledgeable

teacherlto the point where they can read wit maximum of direct symbol-

referent association and z minimum of decoding and translation. Techniques

which initiate reading and aural-lingual work simultaneously take special
care and caution that not too''much is presented initially. This prevents

overwhelming the students,

Phases in the Procedure

In order to arrive at the desired goals, the students are guided through

several phases of reading. During the first phase, the students learn to
associate sound with written symbol. They read material that is exactly the
same as that which they have memorized And mastered orally. There is no
problemwith comprehension, because the students have learned the, meaning
of what they are. reading during 'the audio-lingual phase or other preparation.

Introducing Reading:
0,

The first dialog or set ofibasic sentences "is introduced for reading in

accordance with the procedure outlined in the teacher's edition. After suffi-

cient choral reading of the basic material has been dccomplished, both by
line_and by groups-of lines, the teacher has groups, then individuals, read
a sentence of z section of the material. He or she draws attention to the
symbol representation of similar sound groups withoUt dwelling on this aspect.
On the following days the teacher might put isolated sentences on the board
and have students read them chorally and individually. He or she might then

have the students read them in reverse, isolating each word or phrase in order,

thus forcing concentration on the individual items and preventing memory from
being brought into play. The teacher may use flash cards to drill isolated
words or phrases, varying the order iniwhich these appear. He or she goes

through 10 to 15 words'at a time, calltng for individual reading. Flash

cards frequently prove advantageous because they require instantaneous
recognition and response on the part of the student. The teacher may choose

to write on the board 10 to 15,unconnected words in no special order for
choral and individual Yeadino. To reinforce cbmpreherpion he'or she may
create partial sentences, requlring the students to cOplete,them with a
word or phrase from the,lii't on the board. The teacherWay:4eck further by
asking the class to point out the sentence, word, or phrase:wh'ich describes
a particular action, fact, or object or the teacher may ask questions about

a sentence to elicit specific words found.in the sentenceaw.

L lift of an ttnIs.v1+6,
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Reading Adaptatiohs and brills:

When the students are able to read the basic material well, they may also
read dialog adaptations.and pattern drills. This total procedure helps the
class make the transition to the next reading phase. The students should
not encounter many difficulties in reading this material if it has been
reintroduced frequently As oral practice. The students are also cautioned
that their ears are more reliable than their eyes at this point.

Teachers may initiate the presentation of the basic dialog or basic sentences
of the'new material while the class is still in-the reading phase of the
preceding unit. Or they may decide on a concurrent audio-lingual and visual
presentation of new material.% They may wish to introduce the initial elements
of the new,unit audio-lingually and then follow this the next day with reading
drill and writing practice based on these elements. Memorization takes place
with the aid of the printed word At the same time the class receives further

\ training in sound-symbol, association: Each segment of the basic material_ is
presented and drilled in this way until all of it has been mastered. It is

well to remember that overlearning is still important at this stage. Sound-

symbol interferencelrom.English has not yet been fully overcome.

After the students haye been permittef free use of, reading in the review. and
practice of adapted ma,terials, the occasional error in pronounciatfon can
frequently be corrected'by direct recourse to the dialog line where it origi-,
nated.

Sound-Symbol Reinfdrcement:

In order to reinforce correct sound-symbol association, reading drills Are
practiced in class. Particular stress should be placed on symbols which
represent different sounds in Russian and in English, e.g., vowels "e"
and "y" and consonants "c." and "p" as well as all the new symbols
in the Cyrillic system which do not exist in the Latin alphabet.

Looking up every word can be counterproductive. Students should strive
fbr general comprehension whenever possible.

All of the above problems may be lessened in degree or eliminated through
c22

use of the drills described below. N,



The Russian sounds Are frequently different from our English sounds:

Teachers can write on-the board a fist of words already mastered orally and,
following the teacher's lead, students pronounce them: several times chorally,
then individually. On the following 'day they see,some of the same words in
slightly longer contexts and are called on chorally and individually to read
the phrases.

After completing this activity the teacher may write on the board several
additional -words previously encountered containing the key symbol, leading
the class In choral and individual repetition. . These words-or expressions
should contain.no or few additional *tile' points.

On the third day the class sees the, words .in short utterances and those of
the previous list in longer utterances and proceeds to read, chorally and

withou,t-a teacher model. Of course, as in any,drill procedure,
immediate correction of errors, followed by repetitions of,the.corrected
item, will follow. Corrections can be made subtly without interrupting the
pace or embarrassing the student. Repeating the word correctly, having
another. student say it correctly oncoming back after another example are
just a few ways of making corrections *smoothly,

'For example, after the sound of Han has been thoroughly drilled, the teacher
can introduce all English symbols which will produce the sound of. Russian
The teacher places on the chalkboard and reads aloud a sentence like the
following:

Ocam4Te memi, ize mriseT euenc?

Combinations area valuable tool and can be introduced in a similar manner.
When the class has demonstrated its ability to :read correctly items containing
a particular letter in combination with any vowel, the teacher should present
for oralsreading longer, utterances which include several of these combinations.

The same drill can be extended to cover the contrastive combinations.

The teacher reads' from the board a list of minimal pairs pointing out the
-sound differences.represented by, for exampled,' . As a follow-up
after sufficient 'drill practice, a series of sentences is presented and
groups and/or individuals are called to read them.

TheAnitial-reading phase continues through the first semester of. Level I and
overlaps the second phase. It may be continued through the entire year if
the teacher considers the practice employed tobe efficacious and valuable.



Using Recombination Narratives:

In phase two, which may begin shortly after the introduction of reading, the
teacher may present to the class simple variations of'the basic material in
narrative form. These narratives are especiallY prepared .for readipg practice.
They are not to be memorized. Known structures and lexical items are recom-
bined into single sentences and/or short paragraphs for presentation in class.
These recommendations should not include any new structures. New lexical
items should be severely lilpited and their meanings explained to the class'
beforehand, preferably in Rilssian or by dramatization or, picture. 'In addition,
a few simple questions may be designed in order to assure the teacher that
there is full comprehension and that the student can make the necessary changes
in verb forms, or other changes as required in question-answer practice. By \J

the end of Level I all the-lexical items and structures will have been
recombined for use within many contexts.

"Recombination narratives may seem rather difficult for some students. Pattern
practice drills, when read aloud, sometimes help,eliminate problems. Drills
which help students to manipulate structures will also help them with the
comprehension of recombined material.' These might include expansion or
contraction drills, completion%drills, and translation or variation drills.

. rbio44:,
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The Writing Skill.

The goal is deliberately limited in scope in order to concentrate on the
mastery of the relation of the sound to the visual symbol without recourse
to the intermediary of English.

.The objectives of writing in Level I, therefore, are mainly limited to the
transcription of what the students can say and read. About 15 percent of

the time allotted to this level is used to develop the writing skill.

Perhaps the most common practice employed by the teacher of Level I whose
classes have already mastered the new alphabet and begun reading has been to
assign the simple, copying of the dialogs, sentences, or-conversations-already
mastered aurally. The students say them, manipulate and adapt them, read
them, and finally attempt to copy therm, Although this may, seem-overly simple
to the teacher and some students, it.is'a good basic tool (if not overdone)

'-and is something that even 'slow learners.can benefit from

Using Pattern Drills:

Wqle the Copying,of dialog lines or basic sentences is a valuable introduction
to the writing'skijl, So is the copying and the written manipulatioh of
previously learned pattern drills. Students should be able. to demonstrate
their ability to,manipulate in writing most, if not all, of the patterns
previously learned audio-lingually.

Later drills may include the changes from ep.lprative to interrogative,

affirmative to negative and others.

thethe latter part of'Level I, the teacher.may wish to expand the writing
program to include responses to questions which have been patterned on

. .

materials already mastered orally.

'if"

homework is being written on the board Prior to its examination and correc-
tion by the class, the teacher may well be utilizing the time reviewing old
drills and learned dialogs and practicing pronunciation.,%The,teacher shodld

not attempt .to introduce new material unless all the students present are at

their seats.

&pviding Time for Follow-up:

When ,scheduling dictation or other types of writing practice, teachers should
allot sufficient ttme.for-cgrection of the exercise andexPlination of general
concePts'illaystrated.bYthe written items. Although the writing exercise is
done athe end'of:the class pertod, adequate.timp needs to be provided for
this:in the teacher's daily clasg plan so that these activities are not simply
tacke0 on to the tail end of the class period.
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Level III

..-

Listening,

50%.

-0,

'Spea109
30%'

.,-,..'.:...
. . ,t 7

'- Regling
"05%,.,.

.i.. ,,,,,,

0

Writing '.5%'
,...

*Cultural presentations

Level IV

Listening
40%

,

''

Speaking
30%

Reading
20%

Writing
10%

,---'--
-,..-

Egvel V

Listening
and

Speaking

,
65%

r.

'Reading

and.

Research
20%

Writing
15%

are interwoven within the four skills.,

Level VI

Listening

Speaking
65%

Reading

and.
Research

20%'

Writing





-SCOPE,AND,SEQUENCE CHARTS OF THE.SEGONDARY RUSSIAN PROGRAM

4

Schools have'two alternative programs 'in offering language courses:

.

,LariguaRe'ondxulture courses that 'eqUaITy emphasize listening, speak-.
ihT,',reading and writing skills as well -as cul on a broad basis

,

,

Conversation and culture courses that emphasTA listenfbg.knd speak-
ing whire concentrating on culture.

.-:-.,
... ,

Ldnguage and*:Gulture CoUrses ,-
.

4,

The secondary. school Russian-Language PrograM is usually a three-or:fout-year ...-..

program, but six years are available with the first level beg' ni g in' inter-., -.
medikte 'School: ;-'. ..-:::.. , : .:'. ..,,. .:

. ...*

The scope and'sequence'charts:that'folloW attempt to describe thp,deVelOment
.

of the-four basic skill's. 0i,stenihg speaking, reading,. writingl'inza simple
to -Complex order. For breaterolarification, skills dre'.'isted'In their
°sequence of, development and the items under each sk411:iaVe listed 'in- their-
sequence of

,

Flexibility is-fieCessary in eategorizing the steps of. development into levels
of study. ,Ode reason is that We:individual steps may very often overlap. , For
example,,, Stei 7 of Listening Skill* Developmentt Level':' I, could possibly be .

inCluded:WLevel II ass°well.. ;rhat is to say, the inClusion of a particular
step in one level does not necessarily imply that it Cannot be included in the
followinglevel. ''Similarly, the baste skills- themselvesmay overlap.: Speaking
sioeS not deOlop only aftef 14stening' is completed. They are developed
simul taneously,

Another- reason fOrodapt.lbility- in categorizing the steps i s that, in- some .

instances, individual stepg:,may be interchanged. Step...12 in Speaking Skills
Development, for,examg1e0i4 be reversed with Step 11 without much 'difficulty..
Whatever the case may 6e, ;cove can correctly assume that,:getting from Step 1
.toStep 23 of Speaking SOli'Development does, indeed, -hecessiate accom-
Plishment of all or moSt'Of the .intermediate steps (Steps 2-22) at one time or
'another. -

PerVading the developmeht of each and all skills is the-developme nt expaniion
of an active as well as .passive vocabulary without which a student would: be
left with only patterns, tenses, Ar modes which are very limited resources and
inadequkte for Athe real use of the language.

'These basic 'categoriesore mostly related to the second Russian Language Program '+'
Goal, and the Program Objectives related to language

'skills. These in turn are
supportiv&W the Foundation Program Objective 1. The Performance Expecations
are:eximples of further, beakdOWns of the-Program Objectives.,: The teacher can.
deVelop Instructional'Objectives from the sample Performance Expectations.
Page 8 Of.qhis Guide showy-these relationships graphically. ,





The folloiiing charts should help the teacher in developing instructional

objectives best fitted to his or her own program.'

41,

Conversation and Culture Courses

Students who are ambivalent about'taking a Language might be'more Comfortable

with the second-alternative, particularly at the intermediate level, because

articulation. with the high school is not a critical factor.. Intermediate

schools should also give serious consideration to offering the conversational

and culture series because they are more easily adaptable to the intermediate

age ;group.:.

These scope and sequence, charts also attempt to describe the development,of-

the four basic skills (listening, speaking, reading, and writing),in 4

simple to complex order.: For greater clarificatioh, skills are listeoriP.'

their sequence of development and the items under each skill are listed

their .sequenoe of study.

,

Soviet Cosmonaut Y.A. Gagarin



SCOPE. AND SEQUENcE:CHART$19R4ANOYAGOWai.DREtOURSES

LISTENING:SKILLS DEVELOPMENT '

1. DisCrimination of simple vowels consonants

2. ComprehensiOn of.:siMOlemeaninhl:,utterances

3. ileccignItiOn and,cOmprehenSion ofsimp1e patterns

- -

'4.- Recognition and comprehenSion, of present tense

. Recbgnition and comprehension of statements and interrogatives

6. Comprehension of simple dialogs

7. Comprehension of simple passages

8:01Comprehension of simple songs, poems

9. Discrimination of vowel clusters andinkage

L 10, ,Recogniiion and comprehension of past and present tense,,progressives,

E
perfects

V 11. RecognitiOn and comprehension of imperatives

E
12. Recognition and comprehension of subjunctive

L
13. Recognition and comprehension of word patterns

II
14. Comprehension of more difficult dialogs, narratives,

songs,.poems, commercials

15. Reinforcement of vowel clusters/linkage .

E discrimination

V 16. Reinforcement of intonation patterns

E

17. Reinforcement of verb. tense
L

III
discrimination



18. Reinkrcement of verb mode discrimination

19.. Recognition, comprehension,and discrimination of active and passive voice

20. Reinforcement of discrimination of word order patterns°

21. Recognition of variations in speech patterns

22. Recognition, comprehension and reinforcement of all the above..

E

V

E

23. Comprehension of Standard Russian spoken at normal speed

24. Ability.to recognize a delineation of Russian dialects

25. Comprehension of lengthier and more quickly spoken utterances

I _V

E

L

26. Maintainiqg and perfecting understanding at a near native level



SPEAKING SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

1. Production of simple vowels, consonants

2. Repetition and usage of simple meaningful utterances

3. Repetition and usage of simple patterns

-4. Repetition and usage of present tense

5. Repetition and usage of statements and interrogatives

L 6. Production of affirmative,and negative statements

I 7. Repetition of simple dialogs

E

V

8. Singing/recitation of simple songs/poems

9: Production of vowel clusters, linkage

L 10. Repetition; nd usage of past and present tense, progressives,

11. Repetition and usage of imperatives

12. Repetition and .usage of Subjunctive

13. Repetition and usage of,word patterns

14. Recitation/singing of.more difficult dialogs,

narratives, poems/songs

15. PrOper pronunciation oflowel cluster's, linkage-.

L 16. Usage of, proper.intonati.tin patterns

E .17 Usage of appropriate verb tenses

-V

18. Usage of appropriate verb modes

L 19. 'Usage of active and passive

III voice ''



m.
20. Usage of appropriate word ,order..patterns-.

21. Enactment:of dramatic roles and presentation.of'braLrepOrt

22.(0sage of all ofth above

23.' Speaking standard Russian at normal speed

E

V

24. Increasing length and speed of utterances

E

.jppnbinuing to perfect speaking at near-native proficiency levels

0. &

..

.4' e
Lb 7=11illarimmiNgplieS:

Fedor, Sortof Ivan the Terrible



EADING SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

. Association of voWel/consonant sounds with'written symbols

2: Recognition of punctuation and accent marks

E . Association of spoken word with written word

4. RecognitiOn.andeomprehenSion of simple patterns

L ' 5. Recognition and comprehension of present tense

6. Comprehension of written materiel, such assimple dialogs, songs, and passages

7. Reading with proper pronunciation'and intonation,simple dialogs, songs, and, passages

8. Recognition of vowel clusters and linkage

9. Association and observance of accent marks with stress

10. Recognition and comprehension of past and present tense, progressives,

perfects

11. Recognition and comprehension of. imperatives

12. Recognition and comprehgnsion of subjunctive

13. ilecognition and comprehension of word.. patterns

14. Comprehension of more complex dialogs, songs, passages

L 15. Reading more complex dialogs, songs, passages,

etc., with prOper pronunCiation and intonation

Application of proper stress patterns and.

accentuation.

E

V

II

E

17. Application of vowel clustersilinklage

18. Comprehension of verb tenses



ornOrehentiOnof verb modes

0. Redpgnitibn and comprehension pi' actiVe and ;patsive
. .

,Comprehension of word order patteehsa.

22. Reading with proper' pronurrAfi0)::Apd intonaiion

L 23, Observance and c rehension, of all of the above

24. Comprehefision of material written in standard .ROstian

aintaining and ,PerfeC-trk:reaclibg Proficiency



TING SKILLS,DEMOPMENT

AssociatiOn'Ofvowel/consonant sounds with written symbols

2. Recogntioh-bf punctuation,capitilization,and-diacritiCal markings.

Translation of spoken word, to written word (through dictations,etc.

Usage of simple patterns to form meaningful 'sentences

Recognition and comprehehsion of present tense.

6.. Awareness,of agreement gf nouns. and adjectives; and subjects and verbs

7. Transformation of AffirMitive to negative statements; statement: to interrogative

8,...Written exercises on above

9. Writing of:simpledialo4s/paragraplis.

104

r ,

R'ecognitionand 'translation of vowel clusters and :linkage.

'Usage ofpunctdation and diatritical.mairkings,

ti,.RR

1.2.,Recognftionand.comprehension of past and present tente,
,'.progresSives,

13. Comprehension of sequence of tenses

RecoWtion and comprehensio'n of imperatives

ReCognition and comprehension of subjunctive

6. 'ftectignition and .comprehension -of-word'.

:

IransotmatiOn:of statements te.commands

More difficultAictationt of words,

sentences, short paragraphs,

Kamehameha: TikhaRov).

53
.
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lore dif,ficblt,written exercises

Writing of short paragrdphs, dialogs, etc. ,

Reinforcement of sound-letter correspondence

:40

t
Reinforcemen of verb:1lense discriinination

4

23. Reinforce ent of verb Mode-discriminiton

.24. Transformation' of active to passive vo;r4

25. ReinfOrcement of'word', order patterns

26. Reinfor.cement of writing ,4n.s44er.s. to questions,

More difficult di ctiti on,s of -"senfences and narra't'ives;

28.- Writing of short cornpositiOns on,speCified topics
.

29. Paraphrasing ofdialdgs/, short,stories

30. Writing of more tomplex compositions, gialogs.,"

°'31. ,Usage of all ofAhe above

32. lirtintin'g 'Of material' in standard liusSian,,

0
E

13. Maintaining and perfecting writing,skills
at near native proficiency levels

E

L

34, Continuing to perfect writing skilis
at near native.:proficiency levels

oil 0



. SCOPE: AND SEQUENCE CHARTS FOR CONVERSATION AND CULTURE CLASSES*

[STENING SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

Discrimination of simple vowels/consonants

2. Comprehension of simple meaningful, utterances

4

3. Recognition and comprehension of simple patternS',

E
4: Recognitionand comprehension ofpresent tense

5. Recognition and comprehension of statements and interrogatives
E

6. Comprehension of simple dialogs

Comprehension of simple songs, poems

8. Comprehension of simple passages

L 9. Discrimination. of vowel clusters, linkage

4

10.. Recognition and comprehension' of past and present tense

11.0 Development of rudipottary al ility_to und&stand phraies oflAn

everyday variety (such as asking directiqns, making purcheses,

ordering meals)

ult6ral'aspects related to Russian language study are to be treated in'a separate publication...



'FAKING SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

Production of simple Vowels, consonants

2. Repetition and usage of simple meaningful utterances

3. .Repetitjon and usage of simple patterns

4. Repetition and usage of present tense

5. Repetition aria-usage of statements and interrogatives

6.--froductton of.affirmative and negative statements

7. Repetitipi.Of simple dialogue

8. Singing/rgcitation of simple songs/poems

9. Production of vowel clusters, linkage,

10. Repetition and usage of past and present tense

11. Divelopment of rudimentary ability to utter phrases of an everyday

variety in the language, such as asking directions, making

purchases, ordering meals

E..

V

sr,



ADING SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

Association of vowel/consonan0646 symbols

2. Recognition of pUnctuatiol.

3. Association of spokerv:i.00C$44f64ritpOiord

4.: Recognition and comprehensions 1-161ple patterns

5. Recognition thiCtO*6.150(iiori''of present tense

6. Comprehenft:',*0#0?material

7. Rea017%**000*Onunciation and intona ion, simple dialogues and passages

465t*: *gel clusters and' linkage

a0001titij:and comprehensibn of past present tense

Carved wooden panel, n'and.-pairs( i47



ITING SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

Association of vowel/consonant sounds with written symbols

2. Recognition of punctuation, capitalization, and diacritical markings

3. Translation of spoken words into written words

:
4 Usage of

44s1Mple
patterns to forM simple sentences::

'5. Recognition and comprehension of present tense-,

6. Awareness,pf.agreement of,holinS: and adjectives, subjects and; erbs

7. Writing-of simple dialogues/paragraphs

E El. Transformation of:affirmative to negative, and written exercises on these,

,;

9 ,Recbgnition :and comprehension of past and present tense

M





CURRICULUM OUTLINE F1)11 RUSSIAN ,

This.iS'a curriculuffi outline for-RY'ssian Language and Culture Levels I,II, III,
IT,V,and VI, and Russian Conversation and Culture Levels. I and II., It

covers phonology, morphology, syntax, vocabulary, and culture.

This curriculum outline, while acknowledging individual text and teachin
variation, offers a toncise overall view 011ie program soothat it is
easier to relate, conceptually, to the Foundation Program Objectives,
the Russian Language Program'Objectives, and Performance Expectations.

In a Soviet Market



LANGUAGE AND-:CULTURE LEVEL I

Phonology .

. 'listening and speaking
skills'

vowels-,

.1 hard
2. , ;soft

consonants .

1

:2. .sdft--

reprodpetion of Russian
sounds represented by
the positions of the',
speech' organs

d) RusSian thynds>.
7represented by the .

Cyrillic alphabet
e) Russi intona'tion

f) Voiced and voiceless
g) 'rhythM and melody of ,

phrases,, . and sentences
h) consonant clusters
i) double 'consonants

j) RuSsian stress and the
ftinCtion of

k) sounds -fami,par to
EngliSh-.(represented by

x, bl etc. ), .

1 ) recognition of prepo--
, sitions as s_e:pa.rate

entities
stres.sed' and unstressed

,vOwels: as represented

by 0.,e,a,,F1
n) Ability to produce

914 0.11 113 -DI

o) pal a ta lized and non-

palatal ized consonants

p).. distinction between.
vowels which. indicate
palatalization and non-
palatali zation of the-

preceding consonant

PhonOlbgy Morphology '

not written after

except tai

after u ,2

Unstressed 0 and e ,

of , in

-The function' of

Uot".

nouns
masculine -ending in

.1 consonant, kino-nA
b) feminine -ending ilia

,Bit 13

c) neuter-ending in 'o,e,_
pole

2. pronouns
a) persbnal
b) possessive
c) 'd'emonst'rative

d)-.' relative

) interrogati,4.',

. adjectives,

adverbs 'and adverbial

expressidns

numerals
cardinals 1-1000
ordinals 1-1000,

0
conjunctions- , a, Ho,
and. H

.deClension of nouns in' the

..`gindu-lar

geniti,Ve:k.rith time and age

expressolv:

-absence of the present tense

d f Curl,

10. absence of .idefinite and; :z.
;.

31. ,iMpAratiVe ;tof---Verbs,

h the
2 . past, .pre,s ki*and fopvite..,

101Perfectitie --

13;;;:imPerfec;tive and perfeclive
forits'd?



Morphology (cont4d.).
,

14. imperfective. and -

- perfective verbs of
motion

15. first and'seCond
conjugations and
irregular verbs (ecTb
Curb , Is4716,

16. reflexive verbs arid
reflexive pronoun .ce6Ft

17. reciagnitiorp of nouns
of foreigrOOrigiii

8. indeclinable words
such as zverpo and
jam=

19'. agreement -of nominative
cas , subject and
ver

20. agreement of-noun and
adjective 'in gender,
number, &rid case.

21. use ofHe Her 'and. the
double negative

22 prepositions arid then
cases required

3. ippersonal expression'
with dative, case

. ,

24. Haab -and 1.11am-with
the d4tive and infini-
tive.

25. ;adverbs' of quanity

,
Ria

.Syntax

normal worch order;

. position. Of He and
HeT

r

. position of adverb
(usually before the
verb)

position of .1-x with
the verb,: noun; and ;

1,pronoun

nQ mai- and inverted
.'a word order: expres's

the same, content,4may
shi ft' the emphasis

' 0,,
.,

possession expre§ sion,§0e,
'using

.

4
Y bloom earl-,

Y Te6Fr ecTi,
, .

Hera, ecis"

non-capitalization of
nationality of noun.
and adjective

a

'1

I



a



qa
e

Votabelary Culture, wk

..., LISTENING SKILLS.,
,1000 4,

wItrds arid expressioroi

. SPEAKING SKILLS. . forms.of' drep-
800: . courtesy ;;patterns

words and .expressias
, school day

f. school -4car ..;
. READING SKILLS g. activities of t,youth

1200 h. 24 hour
Sovie

clock -
word and expressions typicaYfodds and able-manners

j , houting ,, D. ig

. WRITING SKIJ_LS
1 ' hol idays , especial ly .Easter and

600 '4° ,f0 -! New Year
words and expressions T-. .p.loVerbs. and. rhymes

Content words
songs and music

, ,;
1:. greetings

,,,
:.-

2, leaie-taking. -4-

3. numbers . - .

4 colors r
5. clothing -

..:f,. ..
6. clock and calendar time ...g,

7. school'
'8. hoUse and family
9. body

10. professions
11. coimm, foods
12. weather
13. classroom conversation

::.

,IntfieductiOn -to 'Russian culture

. Ms-tory
Ix. names.

Points of grammar
1. personal pronouns (singular

and plural)
2. all cases in the singular
3 verbs (firSt and second

conjugations, includipg'
actual and habitual verbs df
matibn--imperfective, pet,
present; and future)

NOTE: In Spoken and 140iittten form
.

words make up & -language. n that
-language one must grasp ::their means
isolated or'in context,: without
conscious reference toInglish..

n.

5a
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,1NGUAGE AND CULTURE LEVEL II

Morphology

.

Syntax

.rhythm and melody of 1 demonstrative,And
sentence, possessive pronouns

. intonation and phrase- , in all cases of the,
olo plural

. production of all 2. formation of adverbs
sounds in Russian words_ ,p from adjettives
and words addpted into 3. verbs. of motion with

,, Russian prefixes and prepOsi-
v4:-. accent in alt types of f ti on i

words 4.lpeective and
.5. ssociation,of all imperfective,verbs

Russian sounds with 5. conjugation of
the. correct graphic irregular verbs and
symbol s -ci verbs

.6. developing az, fluent 6. short form adjective
pronunciation technique 7. imperatives

7. treatment of foreign words 8. more time expressions
-assimilatidn of the 9. AartceB with nom.
prepositions B,c, lc , subject and .infinitive
with pronoun and - 10. simple grid compound

-.'- adjective comparative adverb
. association of 'Russian 121. declension of nouns

gilaphic 'symbols with'' and adjectives in the
sounds - - plural .(.

10. developing a, special 12. future -of perfeCtive.
. writing itechnique verbs:

11. R h'-'Ussian spelling i' much 13. adjectives used -as
more regular than , : nouns.p.

English 14. age expressions with".
the dative

A. verb agreement with
subject in past,-

4 present and fihure
16. prep-Ts-Macs with'

differtnt cases a'
17. capitalization of.

-.polite "You" in '-
correspondence

1. sentence structure in
Russian is riot rigid;
ve.rb may Orecede or follow
the subject

2. adverbial and preposition-
al phrases

. infinitive after:

=km_
particles u-i6vicb
and To and negation

1



.Vocabulary Culture'

1. LISTENING 'SKILLS
800-1000

words or exPressions

SPEAKING SKILLS.
700

wols or expressions

READING SKILLS
1000-12000

words or expressions

. WRITING SKILLS
700

words( or expressions

Content words:
1. .daily routine
2. telephonitiff.'
3. shopping
4. pott office
5. restaurant

coinmunity

7. transportation_
8.' landscape
9. travel

10. animals,

11. holidays
12. biographies
13. cities
14. history and geography

Points-of grammar..

1.. -use of the imperfective and
perfective verbs of motion ,

adjectives, nouns, and
pronouns in all cases of the
singular and plemal
cardinal and ordinal,humb

Second level cultural items:

a. forms of letters
b. types of :urban life
c. types of rural life
8. Russia:

landscapes
main rivers and cities
entertainments.
folklore .

proverbs
current events

r.



J.ANOUAGE.AND CULTURE EL.III

, .

/7.--Tt-- Phonology

,

Not A brief comment'on-the
difference between
standard Russian and
existing dialects. No

all.Russianrspeaking .

people prontiunce
sounds alike;Moscow
Russian is understood

_by all Russian-'
speaking people.
increasing length and
speed of utterance

2.- improving pronunciatio
with increase in
fluency of utterances;
greater awareness of
minute, pronunciation
differences
improving reading
skill with increase in*
fluency and expression

. improving composition
with attention to 41,

individual needs

Morphology Syntax

. all declensions
(sing. and pl.) of*
regular and irregular
nouns, pronouns ,and.

adjectives
2. simpleand" compound

superlatives
3. conditional and

subjunctive
4. formation of

actual and habitual
verbs of motion with
prefixes and
preposition;

. perfective and im-
perfective verbs with

prepositions
6. declension of all

Russian names, surnames
and patronymics

. diminutives and imper-
Sonal verbs:
a. short form adj.
b: use of cam ,

camna
c. review of cao

ceOg

d. reeognition of
advert:sta.! .participlel

and adjectival
participlies 6 ,

e. review-tOeement
between noun anal'

_verb in all three'
tenses

translation of
participles

double negative
position 'of adverb
in relation. to adjectiveS,
verbs, and other adverbs

3. position of adjectives
(predicate and attributive)
with reference to short
form

4. review subordinate
conjunctions: xmo ,

roam vro , ,a.r

5. °review coordinating
conjunctions-

6. .participles and
extended use of adjecti-
val,constructions:
npaivram
Hares C JP



.

CU' ture

.Russ

:. goliernment.

,educational. system
. reCre-,ation^.'

history- highlights

I i stening, teCrecords"., vi ewi ,films:,

fi l'mst.rips ; and 4

reading .of graded readers, perincli cal s ,

poetry, and, .l literary prose

writing of =1 0,tte.rs and co poti ti or6

4Y7i.t



Phonology.

. continue with delinea- 1.

ti on of Russian" dialects.
increase *length- and speec 2.

of.' utterances, 3:

;. improving "pronunciation'ati on

increase
fluenC2,i;

reading 'ski 11

flsilericy ancf.:expreision

improving coOpo:Si ti on'k
with attention
individual .needs-

reView of morphologic -

al. items

wOrdS of emphasis
Present passive
par.ticipies
past passive .

parti ci-pl es

extension; of the'.:

forms of .negatio,n

present and past
gerUnds .

collective numeral
use- of di fferent:

cases with 4.160 fi c .

verbs

m Option of
:ad s `eirworpholpgy,
:thr,fa h reports

.ae of emphasis; of
x-.fhtOugh .1i teraz-

,



Vocabulary

Greater breadth'and variety of
vocabulary to be acquired in
this level

Appreciation and understandingof:

literature
painting
dramatic arts:
music
sciences



LANGUAGE AND CULTURE LEVELS V AND VI

Phonology

increase length and
speed of utterances
continue to improve
ptonunciatioh with
increase in fluency

. reinforce reading
skills with increase
in fluencY and
expression

no formal grammatical

Presentation except
fgr occasional
correction of errors

- continue to improve
composition with
attention to individual
needs.

.1

60



Vocabul ary determined by
specific interests



.

CONVERSATION AND CULTURE LEVEL I

Phonology Morphology

. listening .and sp,king
skills

) vowels:
I, hard
2. soft
,consonants
1. hard
2.- soft

1: listening and speaking
skills
.nOuns: number and
gender,
adjectiveS; three
classes, gender,'
number

c). pronouns: personal
and object

dY. verbs: present tense'.

)- reproduction of Russian
.sounds represented,by the
"positions of the speech.
organs

d) Russian sounds represent-
ed by the Cyrillic
alphabet

e)' Russian _intonation =
-f) "voiced and voiceless'.

consonants.-

A) rhythm and melody of
phrases and sentences

. reading and writing
ski 11$ Recogni tion.

of agreement between
nouns and adjectives

b)

c);-

listening and speaking
skills

position of words in
statements and
questions
use of the particle..
ni in question
possessions expression. tk
using

Y earl.



VocabUlary. Culture

:LISTENING SKILLS
300

words or expressions

. SPEAKING SKILLS
175

words or expressiOns

READING SKILLS
125. ,

words or exPressions

WRITING SKILLS
75

words or, expressions

. Content words:
1. greetings
2. days of the. week,

3. months
4. seasons
5.- age.-

6. numera1s.,

7. time of -day
8..'identifying each other

by ,apprOriate.**expressions,,
and identifying classroom
objects

V

Introduction to Russian culture:

a. historical figures
b. forms .of address :and courtesy

patterns
c telling time (including official

time)
d . hol idays , especially New Years ,

and Easter
e. typical foods, table manners
f. typical arChite'cture
g. school day
h. school year
i. songs, music, rhymes, games
j. animals
k. activities of Soviet youth

-1-



CONVERSATION--Pttk..cOtruRE

listening and speaking'
skills

ar :further toward the '.**

mastery pf.Hspundt,:*

eSpecially-thOse that
differ most froniCEngliSh:-

'01 :consonahtfclusters
t) double consonants.

:Russian stress and'
the f ctian of

'listening and speaking
skills

nouns-nominative case a)

only
1 .gender- mascul ine

nouns ending. ih

consonint, ,m2
and ;

nouns ending in
a, F1,13H; ;. and

neuter nouns ending'
in 6, e;, and 9He

2.number- nominative 21.- .reading and writing'
singular and Plural 'content as:above.,
for all forms above

pronouns
1.personal,sing. and

plural. of -nominative
case only

`2.possessive-nothina-.
tive case

3.demonstrative
nominatives-,

4.1cro ,

riFarinativQ4
adjectives44r-
soft, nominative 'casp

d) verbs-construction
and conjugation of
an; and HTB
endings; present
adverbs and adverbial
expressions: tzteem

,)3 elePCM .

f) -numerals:

.cardinalS 1-1000
ordinals 1-1000
(nominaVve only)

g) conjunctions: .

9 a , HO ; x.JH

negatives: use .of, '-
lie and FieT

b).

1 i stening, and"speaki4

skills
further elaboration of.
word: order.

posi ti on -of _adverbs ,

expressions manifgsting,'
basic 9ase..(inflection)

usage
c) emphasis on nominative,

prepositional, and
gemit:ire cases

skills

- -
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Vocabulary Culture

. ,t.ISTENING SKILLS.

400 .

:Words or eXpressions

. ,,PEAKING SKILLS
200

'wOrds or expressions

.READING SKILLS..

-.300

words or .expressicins

'WRITING SKI1,1$;,.,

175 -';4 't

words:or'6x0ressions

.e

ontent words:, .

1 . greetings and' s'alutations
2. forms of. politeneas
'3., days of the week-
4. months
.5.) seasons-
6.' age'.

7., numerals:
cardina1,100, .nominative 4.-

case onla including addition-,
subtraction , infJ1 ication,;

and division ;

time of day Y.

dates

Cdntinued-itddy of

a. tiistorical figures
b. ° forms Of address
C./
d. typical food

holidayt
typical ar,chitecture,,,-,

§_cboo,1.day

school year
- songs-,- music, proverbs
animals

addition, te the study of

k._ geograPhy
1. folklore

. current events

4.

Y'

;





. "Dictations s.

. ,
Depending on.the classroom setting and thelftate-talvused the

studentwill write voCabulery words, phraSks, and4simplie,..par4graOhS-
basetinf'material,previously learned.

I L. Directed Writin

Dependiing on the cla,ssroom setting and the materials used;
student 'wi

A. write answers to, questions based on material read.

. write questions based bn material read.

. write brief compositions based on answers t
''rtead.

questions about diaterfal,,,

. use tructures learned pt this .level, making the fiesessarywritten
changes rectufred by specific patterns.

Independent Composition

.°Ikepending.on.the clasSroOM setting and' the materials used, the
'J student will...'

A.- write brtef cdopositions df.40..4.,50 words based on material read.
,

. write brief 'compositions of 40 to 50 words describing a picture, an
object, or a situatibn. . ..?

,,

6: write short original dialogues based on every day situations or those.

listed under Listening Skills objectives. a -

s
ii4)

Ar,
th.
'44

l'e

4v,

.4 4

,.

A Meeting EfetweenSoviet.and Canadian Hock y Teams
_ -

66:

i.

!!

a

47.
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.F:eter 1 snips off the beard of an unhappy boyar. Peter returned frpm Europe determined to change OussiaS backward soci.ety.

d3 .



SKILLS DFIANGUAGEAND CULTURE LEVELS-I-VI:AND
:CONVERSATION-AND CULTURE LEVELS I AND II

:

Levels- and skills development are described according to general-expectations
of the student upon completion of one particular level of study. For example,

Level I Listenihg Skills describes the kinds of listening capabilities that a
student should hAve at the end of,Level I studies. /

Lang4a FA Culture Levels I-VIC

Gener y-speAking, if one were to briefly describe the expectations o
stude after completion of each level, it would be as follows:

The student will be able to...

A, discriminate between English and Russian sound system.

mimic with a high level accuracy all Russian sounds.
Aencntered.

g

1

discriminate b een.En anOusSion word order' and forms.

Comprehend and Use-tasic'sentenCe:pAtternS.of RuSSian.
.

. -

converse at an elementary levelond in the: resent tense about
school, the:weather, 1plrodUctrili,friendS, the faMily, and

other everyday. experiences..

recOgnizeand:diS,cuss Soviet youth POups,-,,,ibi vs phi

Russian systemp-Letiquette',.. other cUltUralAnd

a

the student. will be able to

`{,', mimic .and 'use :the :Russian.SOLind system.

::;recOOniZe and use the approp.r4Ate7past tense forMS.:-

comOriehend and:giVe:COmMandS.

rec.otni?eformS and'. usage. of tWsubjuncitve Mood.
.

E converse and ,read at an intermediateje 1 abouttPiavel and
4 tranpsijOttation, dining at "a restaurant shopping , making

,Pho calls, andi,;,other topics' of general. interest.
fr:v.

-

recognize and discuss cultural items, touri5I6 attractions"; 4
and historical sites.

69
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-
G. write short paragraphs: on any

F above.

The student will be able:

the Russian sound system. w

comprehend and utilize sequence of tenses.

high level of acc'uracy.

discriminate between,active and passive voice.

comprehend usage of subjunctive and conditional moods. .

utilize pronouns, appropriately accurately.

F. converse and read at a more advanced level, aboui cgrrent events,
government, history, medical appointments, and pth?rGtopics of.
interest.

°

recognize. and discuss systein's of educttigp and goverpment;
historical highlightt and persortalities ,Teoreatictn, 4.and
cultural items. '

write longer narrativs/compositions 450 the topicalisted
F and .G aboiye. # _s

Level IV:

W. F

e s \
The student will' be ableto...

A. utillges theRusiian sound sy4tem- proffciently.
/

utilize a opri ate '5 rarattr, strlictures , 'etc. ;
effeCti v-e

converseewit4 high levee of proficiency on any subject to which

e ,

t'
,

to communicate

hp/she has been extlosee

a _understand cultural ' differences and behavior of Russian World'.,,

read various_literary genres, for .personal interest,, use.

write clearly apd effecitvelY. and in. a- .scil e- appropriate to
, s

)the 'occasion. . , - -- p .o, .

VA!

demonStrate.his/her understanditig of Russian cuTture and itg '
particular nuances-.

Levels V and VI are specialized electiVes which closely-follow.
the patterns of level IV.



Very briefly the expectations of a student
a follows:

Level I: The student will be able to.4

A. discriminate -betWeen,English and Russian

B. ....mimic all .Russian sounds encountered..

C. discriminate between Enggish and Russjan word' or
1 .

'comprehend and Ilse basic .- Patterns of Russ

d in the Prese
famfl

converse at an el Tentary
sch6o1 , the weather, introdu
everyday experiences'.

recognize and discuss Soviet
Other cultural items.

;Level ,I,I7,t'J. The. student-will be 4
:.:,.., 0,1,,,, _ , ,...,T7 , , ;,'

.. :

4 4...'
, ...

. . .

...#.7- .,4 ..! 70, A70....
.

A, mimic .and use the `Russia r.tO006.'$,IiSt.

B...... recognize and.tuse., appropriate .14, oseformS,.
.. .. .

la ..: .-,w

C. .comprehend' ctainand..- . ...,

,

%-,,recogniz diS6ieksitowaStEfattr46tieins hi Stor i f tes
7 4f

and btlthe7:A
4"

e a 0
I a

rgit /rI.' . 414.
. '- '' :ei ZAc

. tat

An expanded- persOective of these sleill levels Tor' both ,Language alp
Ad Conversation and Culture courses Ttllows:-: ,

Inum ,,,,,,,,,, ammentntit lllllll 4.11et aaaaa11112 lllll 11111 000000000 211111 llllll



listening Skills:

Simple utterances are understood when spokerkwith rhythm, intonatiqi,,,
PronunclAtiOn, and speed approximating native speech. ?; 0'

Depending .:on the classroom .setting and the Materials used, the 'student wi.
recognize the letters of.the alpiiabet. g

distinguish the sounds. of Russian in minimal pair,of orlei,ore twosy,llable-s.
-

demonstraie lts.tenitig,COmPrehensien Of :the-basic sdund system of
Russian: ..i.nOudAtig,proou4ci Sti ;; rhythM; and gicil'ottaiatc0 on.

"*demonstrate i'understanding of roUtine cl ass root 'clit;et-Eioti0-s k,giiyen''. in. Russtk.

diSOngtrigsh:aff4rMativel, negatiVe,' and interrogaitIV u .'egranceilI° :
demonstrate .comprehension of -various. situations an vOab ya such

4reeti
c.1 asSr.ubin'ObjeCtS

. t... ; gi"ving and:ask:ing .names as I i ste a byi a ry
, . -......i. ,i)....'. .. ?., .

G =identify the appropriate .response to oral questiops or slatemens.
..rr. ,if, . .. .

I+. recogni"ze Selected .interrogatiVeil;words in Russian,. has
. ... . . , a .

It 4 ICAi"'4 . . ; ''-.

H TO er s
2 , rAe- - A 4

. 4:te

dethonstrate: cOmpreliensi on of .S.elected common' Rrepositi such as :

I B
its r

2. Ha
3::b. a

4 . rfr3.

demonstrate comprehension of structures and grammar:within; the -parame
2of:-the level Of -study::

-;-.-idontify the topic of 'simple dialogues.

ops.ti'ate comprehension of -familiar materials in new contexts.



arid Pirectod utterances are spoken wfth rhythm, intonation,
iPpded approximating native speech. Original' utterances are

spOkehe4:1-:'e ugh- Ape :understood by a native SPgaker of Rtissian and.are
not en P-8(,e' 'speaker's ear.

e tng elaSsrOdm setting and the materials; used', the student

imtc% sounds of Russian.

mill11 -all dialogue sente"nCes,and structures.

p04t the alphabet and spell orally.

sIc answer simple. OeStionS :based.on vocabulary and structures

10borated..under LISTENIRq'cOjectOes.
:

j'-onounce and .stng the-wods,of selected. Russian Songs.

ause correctly.and appropriately.the-vocabulary and structures

',.elabdrated'UnderLISTENIKobjettfves.

use culturally acceptable forms Od:behavior in dialogues., etc.

Skills:

11-readilg:shpuld. incorporate only material which has
.ed through,li,steningand. speaking Emphasis is

erildiretted:eadihg approathe, .

Directed

been previously
on the directed and

.Depend.ing`on the classroom setting and the materials used, the

student

demOns.trate comp ehension of materials read aloud, including dialogues, .

songs,,selected eading_passages, and poems.

Li: read aloud dialogues, songs, qnd selected reading passages-.

Semi-Directed

,
131epending. on the setting 'and the used, the student.

will

A. deMonstrate comprehension of,Materiais read silently, including dialogues,

songs, selected reading passages, ppd poems. a

.

selected reading paPsages, aB. read silently, materials, such as dialogues,

songs.



III. -Ingepelident

Generally restricted to basic meterijt t Itit level.

Writing skills
)

Writing is based on material which the student has first encountered
orally and has read silently or aloud.

I. Copying

Depending on the classroom setting and the material
student

4.,

!A write letters of the alphabet, numberS and punctuatio'n marks.

B: copy words, phrases, dielogues, songs-, poems, and/or paragraphs.

11. 'Dictations

Depending on the classroom setting and the materialS used, the
student.

A. write letters of the alphabet, diacritiCal markings, numbers, and unctuation
marksas dictated.

. write words, phrases, dialogues, and/or sentences-as dictated.

III. Directed Writing')

4
Depending on the classroom setting andIhe materials

student will ...
4

A- rewrite sentences making necessary. hages Kstcture or form.
p.

write answers
read:

used, the

to lastions based On selecte material thich hes:been

)/1

C.= write simple,paragraphi based on guidrquestipns for selected materials.

IV. Independent Composition,

Depending on classroolisetting tirid the materials

A. write simple sentenceslend/or para9rapht of 3Q
familiar pictures and, .0jects.

,

write simple sentences andhor paragraphs of 30 '40.words based on
familiar situations and dfbl ogi es

tA 74
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, Listening Skills:

All Utterances are understood when spoken with rhythm, intonation
.nunciation,and speed Oproximating native speech. Utterances become longer an
more 'complex'.

I. Situational. ,'

= Depending on the c assroom setting and the materials used; t e1.

stUdent Will.. c

demonstrate comprehension of;:various situations and voCabulary,'.such

1. all Subjects listed under. Level I Listening Skills but in
greater depth.

2. shopping and dining at a restaurant.
3. vacation travel expressions (routes, hotels, tickets, reserva-

tions) ;.

4. traffic 4itections, addresseg and telephone numbers.
5. selected,*istorical sites and facts, geography.
6. selected. literary and historical figures.

identify the approOriate response to, an oral question or statement.

C. demonstrate comprehension of recombinations of faMiliar-materia

D. demonstrate comprehension of the topic and 'the details of dialogues
and other oral presentations.

demonstrate comprehension;of unfamiliar words.and phrases through
sensible gelessing within the context of a familiar topic.

II. Structural

Depending olkssroom Setting and the materials usedA, the'.
student

'N4

A. demonst,CA cOmprehension of the' structures listed under Level. I.
ListehinijSkiljS, but in greater depth. .

B.,demonstrate comprehension 01,.-6e.-fol lowing structures and grammar:,
1. regular verbs in the following:

a. tenses A

(1) Simple present.
(2) preterite.
(3) tpperfect..
(4) selected perfect and progressive.

(5) . future.
b.- forms

(1) infinitive.



(2) 'imperative.

(3) past participle..
(4) present participle.
(5) subjunctive (for recognition.only)..

2, selected irregular verbs in the above tenses and forms.
3, reflexive' verbs in the above forms. ,

4. simultaneously placed direct and ipdirect object pronouns.
5. abbreviated forms of words.
6. subordinite and coordinate clauses.

Speaking kills

All mimicked,and directed utterances are spoken with rhythm, intonation;
pronunciation, and speed approximating native speech. Original utterances
are spoken wel l enough to be understood by a native speaker of Russian and are.
not offensiVe to the ear. Emphasis gradually shifts from mimicked to directed
and original utterances become longer and more complex.

Mimicry (repetition of a model)

,r,,
Depending-on the ,classroom settiny-and the materials use ;.thestudent

.

A. demonstrate greater skill in producing the sounds.of Russian (in comparison
with the level of fluency achieved in Level I).

.demonstrate the ability to mimic longer and more complex utOrances
(in_cOmparison with. the level of complexity'achieVedin

II.' Directed (teacher-motivated response-ST---

.Depending on the classroom setting and the materials used,, the student
will

answer with complete sentences
.

questions based on .vocabulary and structures
previoysly listed under the listening objectives:

. .be able to ask questions based onthe vocabulary and structures
previously listed under the listening "objectivaS.-,

C. present orl'suMmaries.of approximately 30 words based on readin
material:presented at this level.

demonstrafe the ability to use thestollowing structures acid grammar:
1:' ti,l-those listed under the.listening objectiqes.
-2., verhs.governina an infinitive .

3. formation and use of the,sUbjunctive mock! (limited).

demonstrate an,awareness of cultural patterns and behavior.



,Original (creative expressions)

Depending on the tlastroom setting And the m
student will

A. use correctly and appropriately the vocabulary listed under the
listening and directed-speaking objectives.°

B. use correctly and appropriately the structures listed under the'
listening and directed-speaking objectives.

}Reading "Skills:

All material read is either a recombination of known vocabulary and
structures' or is initially presented by the teacher for silent reading
comprehension and follow;up reading.

I. Directed

Depending on 4e,classroom setting and the materials
student ki

!i;

A. demonstrate-comprehension of mate-Hal read aT
selected reading passages, songs, :and poems.

read aloud-material, such as dial6gUes, selected
songs and poems.

Semi- directed

'Depending on the classroom setting and the materials4

, such as ialogues,

pas ages,

. student will...
the

A. \.demonstrate comprehension of material read stlently,
? selected,reading passages, songs and poqmt.

such as dialogues,

- ' 4
B.

a

read, silently materials such as dialogues, selected reading passati,
songs andopoems.A

iir.- Independent

q,11
Very limited at this level using a selectedjist,of approved materials.

Writing Skills:

, ,

All written work is spelled correct1S, and refleCts the proper use ,of
words, phrases, and sentences which the student has first learned orally
and has. read Silently or aloud.
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All recorded utterances are spoken in standard Russian by native'sPeikers.
.Teacher utterances are -spoken in standard speech at normal speed. There will
be some variations in Speech patternS, such as dialects, child's utterances,
sub-standard speech or slang, specifitally studied in connectiOn!Witbi
,particular dialogue, play, 'poem, or 14ading election.

The listening skills refer,to'understanding the spoken language without
At

reference to. the written form except in situations such as an aural
comprehension test. .

I. Situational

Depending on the olassrootri- setting. and the Anateri al s uted, the

A. demonstrate comprehension of various situations an& vocabulary, such'i
as

.

_

1. all subjects listed under Levels I and II Listening 5kills, but
in greater dePth. \

,

2.° cupations and occupational titles.
3.$ sickness and making an appointmeitt to
4,,,2' nistorical highlignts. - .

Qs

B, ,demonstrate comprehension ofitdapted ,seleCtions from.plays; sZories,
. .

and'other materials, utilizAg familiar vocabulary andfstructures.
. 4 'I"' : it ' ; '- . t

/1 I
demonstrate cOmOrehenscion e recording of Selected materials 'such.
as playScSpoems',orhort sties; and songs. ,

,

demonstrate comitfehension of sound tracks of audio-visual :material
such as dmovieS,Ind 'fi 1 mgtri pis. . i '

A, y %

demonsfr4e Cati40-enension .f material ,which ifls only partiall,Y

familiar ;through''contextual's clues. : ,

If. ,Structur(ali ' ', :I.

I . 1 '

Depending on the/Classrom setting and the materials used.,the
/ student' wil 1, .., , s' 1 ,-11:

' N. . tempnstrate .comprehens i on' of the structures :1 i sted under 1 Level s I

and II Structural Listening. Skills, but in greater dept6.:-:.,'..-

. . , 1 - L , - "ipti t '

':I+ B.. ,demonstrate comprehension e 'subjunctive lilood and pasSive voice.
... 4.-



C. deMonstrate coMP rehOsiOh of disceimiatton'amOng verb,tentet andmoods
D:* demonstrate comprehensiOn offOrms 'and. positions of various Pronouns.: :

401
III. Enrichmeht

Invite native speakers for specific topics to be presented.in-the
target language.

Speaking Skills

All mimicked and directed utterances a e spoken with rhythm, intonation,
pronunciation, and,speed ipproximatthg ti ,speech: Original utterances'
are sPolken well enough to be'understood by a na speaker OfRussian,,and
,are not offensive to the ear. Emphasis is place on directed-andoriginal
utterances.

Mimicry (repetition of :a model)

Depinding on the-clatsroom setting andlbeMaterials uted,the
,

student milldemonstrate .greater skill' ih..1004tng model sentences,
poems,-sohgs,:anq ptherfteletted.materla10010arison'with.the level:

fluencylachievethinIevels '

II Directed (teacher-motivated)

Dependthg on the cassroom setting' and, the materials used;-the
'student

A, answer with complete sentences any question which contains familiar ,
vocabulary and structure's .

1.

B. ask questions using familiar vocabulary and Structures,,,.
yr

I

. . demonstrate ability to use familiar abulary, and strUctures,

\,
. . yres ent oral summaries of approxim ely 40-60 words-based on reading

material at' this level.
-,'

. t

recite selected poetry:With pronbnciation and intOnation patterhs
fitting the mood, of the ,poem. .

. .

enact roles from selected skits and plays with pronunciation and
intonation patterns fittingthe culture.

present twal desCriptions andiorexplanations'af pictures, current,
events,ilmstriand movies using familiar vocabulary and Structures.

Orilihal,'(Oreati.ye'expressions)T

''.DePending On the classroom:tettthg ancrtheematerialS uted :the_

student ;

.4,!
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44

present,dialogues'simulating 'bury day situations, :using patterns-
-ePPrOximating native .speech..

B :,e. give monologUe's u'soing patterns. approxiMating native, speech.

disbuss fathiliar topics using patterns approximating native speec

Reading

All mpteria) read is dither a i-ecombinatio# of familiaryoc4bulary and
Structures or is initially presented by'tHe teacher.. t- :

;Directed:

DeperidTqg
student

.

on< t*C4aiSroom setting arid the:materials' used,:i4e;

rqa d';lOgtwi th 4Toper'pronunciation and i ntona ti on pasSage$,:sUc h ..
as

,
. ,

demonstrate0111Prehensior) of written material , sudh as dialogues, -.

.

poems:i and selected reading Passages.
,

II Semi - Directed -141`

,Depending, glthe crasSroOm settinand the materials used, the
studei

read aoud with Proper pronunciation and intonation,-passaps, iuchas
dialogues:24nd poem's.

...

deinonstrate COmprehension 'of written, mat
poems-, and selected :reading passages.,

Independe

,1-'such:as dialogues;'..

o.

The : .1011 rekd simple.mat,eri al hi 'bOOkS;_magazi?.i&s;
ngvspapers, sua11Y.a-Con4 level,below the instructi 1 level

.
0';

WritingSkiills ef,

'Al I wri tfeniwork refl ects correct spell ing and projQer Use of vocabul ary
drip structures.

Di ctati ons

Depending on .the classraw setting arid, the. materials' Used., the.. .

stUdent will iv te, seletted,paravaphs .of familiar*terial and /or
.,.recoMbination of i t: k '

.""

1.

a


